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It is shown that for n 2 3, essentially every nondiscrete topological n-space is 
strongly embeddable into a topological projective space. Here a topological n-space 
is an n-dimensional geometric lattice with a topology satisfying three compatibility 
conditions. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRoOU~TI~N 
Sufficient conditions for embedding a geometric lattice into a projective 
space have been determined by a number of mathematicians (see, e.g., [ 17, 
16, 9, 8, 13, 61, and the literature quoted there). Often the additional 
assumption “weakly modular” [ 1 l] (locally projective) is made, i.e., a 
Hilbert lattice is considered. 
For the topological case, Birkhoff [2, p. 2531 posed “Problem 89: When 
and how can one extend a locally Desarguesian real hyperbolic geometry 
to an affrne geometry?” It appears that “real hyperbolic geometry” has not 
been defined in [2]. On the other hand, Polley [14] showed that for 
topological planes with lines homeomorphic to the reals, “locally 
Desarguesian” implies “Desarguesian,” and hence by Busemann [3, 11.2 
and 13.11 embeddability into real aftine plane. For n > 3, essentially all 
topological n-spaces, and all of their planes, are Desarguesian (see 2.1, 3.1). 
In [ 11, Betten and Horstmann showed that each “topological space 
geometry” (which may be translated to be a weakly modular topological 
3-space whose lines are locally homeomorphic to the reals, satisfying 13 
additional conditions) is embeddable into real affrne 3-space R3. Their 
proof uses metric results of Busemann [3]. 
In [7], we collected properties of topological n-spaces. These are 
geometric lattices with a topology satisfying the compatibility conditions 
(5%’ v ), continuity of joining with points, (% A ), continuity of meeting with 
hyperplanes, and (S), stability. In the present paper we show that for n > 3, 
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without substantial assumptions on the lattice or the topology, we are in a 
lucky situation: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a nondiscrete topological n-space, n 2 3, such 
that each line contains > 3 points. Then there exist 
( 1) a topological projective n-space P, 
(2) an open subset Q of its point set, and 
(3) an isomorphism f: G z P(Q) onto the subgeometry P(Q) induced 
on Sz, 
such that f is a strong embedding in the sense of Kantor [9]. 
We offer the following interpretation, using [ 11, Darstellungssatz 
p. 2591: For n 2 3, essentially every nondiscrete topological n-space is a 
“generalized hyperbolic geometry”: The reals are replaced by a topological 
field F, and the open unit ball by an arbitrary open point set. If the point 
space Go is locally compact and connected, then we can show (4.6) that F 
is classical, i.e., the real or complex numbers, or the quaternions. This 
provides a generalization of a theorem by Kolmogoroff [lo] and Misfeld 
[ 12, Satz 61. 
2. DESARGUES. TOPOLOGICAL n-SPACES 
a. Let G be a geometric lattice (see Birkhoff [2, Chap. IV], or 
Craps-Rota [4]). For the secondary definitions and notations used here 
we refer to [7, Sect. 21. 
DEFINITION. A 2-dimensional geometric lattice is desarguesian iff for any 
two triangles {a,, bi, ci} perspective from a point z (i.e., a, v a2, bI v b,, 
c1 v c2 are three different lines through z), any two of p, pl, p2 which are 
points, coincide. Here p := (b, v cl) A (b2 v cz), q := (aI v cl) A (a2 v cl), 
r := (aI v b,) A (a2 v b,), and pi := (bi v ci) A (q v r). A >3-dimensional 
geometric lattice is desarguesian iff this is true provided the two planes 
a, v bi v ci=: ei are different. 
Note that by this definition it is thinkable that a desarguesian 3-space 
contains nondesarguesian planes (This cannot occur in topological 
3-spaces: see 3.1.) On the other hand: 
2.1. Each geometric lattice G of dimension > 3 is desarguesian. 
Proof. b, v 6, v c1 v c2 =: f is a plane. Because of e, #e, we have 
I:= q v r 4 jY Therefore f A 1 is at most a point. Trivially, pi := 
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(Zi v ci) A 1 <f A 1. Hence if pi and p2 are points, they coincide. The case 
p, pi points is settled analogously. 1 
b. DEFINITION. A topological n-space is an n-dimensional geometric 
lattice G where for each j the set G, of j-flats has a topology such that 
(V v ) Joining a point with a j-flat is continuous. 
(Q? A ) Meeting a hyperplane with a j-flat resulting in a (j - 1)-flat, is 
continuous. 
(S) Each hyperplane h and j-flat x withj> 1 meeting in a (j - 1)-flat, 
have neighborhoods with the same properties. 
For secondary definitions and notations, see [7]. 
3. WEAK MODULARITY 
Until the end of this paper, let G be a nondiscrete topological n-space, 
n 2 3, in which each line contains 33 points. 
3.1. For each plane e the subgeometry G, is desarguesian. 
Proof. Let {a,, bi, ci} be two triangles perspective from z, all in G,. By 
[7, 4.20a and 5.4(2) * (6)] there exists a generalized sequence (or net: see, 
e.g., [S, X 1.21) 1, 4 e of lines through z converging to 1 := c1 v c2. 
Furthermore, there exist generalized sequences ciV G 1, converging to c,. 
Then for v large enough, {ai, b,, ciy ) are two triangles perspective from z 
lying in different planes. In our notation (Sect. 2a), we have the following 
generalized sequences: qv = (al v ~1~) A (a2 v czv), rv = r, and Piv = 
(bi V Civ) A (4” V r). 
Assume now that p1 and p2 are points. Then also q and r are points, and 
q#r. By construction, the lines a, v ciV and a, v cZV are complanar. By 
(V v ) they converge to a, ti ci (resp. a, v cZ). Hence by [7, 4.71, qv finally 
is a point. By [7, 4.17b], qY + q. Hence qY # r finally [ 7, 4.21, and qv v r is 
a line converging to q v r. Analogously, for i= 1,2 the lines bi v ciV and 
qv v r are complanar and converge to bi v ci (resp. q v r); piv finally is a 
point, and piv + pi. Now according to 2.1 we have ply= pzv, and hence 
p1 = p2 ~7~4.21. 
If p1 and p are points, p1 = p is proved analogously. 1 
3.2. Each hyperplane h and each plane e $ h, both passing through a 
common point p, meet in a line. 
Proof Choose a line p < I < e with 1 A h = p. By (S) there exists a nbd. 
V of 1 such that each I’ E V meets h in a point. In the topological plane G, 
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[7,4.20a], W := Vn G, is a nbd. of 1. Hence by [7,4.6], I& is an open 
point set in it. Since the line space is Ti [7,4.13], we may assume that G, 
contains a line m 2 p not in W. If all lines in W would pass through p, then 
fin&= {p}. Hence by [7, 5.4(2)+ (6)], G, were discrete, and therefore 
G, contrary to our assumption. Hence e must meet h in a further point 
P’# P* I 
3.3. THEOREM. For each point p, the lattice GP of flats through p is a 
desarguesian topological projective (n - 1 )-space. 
Proof: By 3.2 and Kantor [9, p. 176, Lemma], each GP is a generalized 
projective space. Since each plane through p contains > 3 lines through p 
[7, 2.3a], GP is a topological [7, 4.20b] projective space. 
If n 2 4, then GP is > 3-dimensional and hence desarguesian (2.1). It 
remains to show that if n = 3 then GP is a desarguesian plane: In GP, let 
{a,, bi, ci} be two triangles perspective from a point z such that (say) p1 
and p2 (as defined in Sect. 2a) are points (i.e., lines of G). By [7, 5.4(4) * 
(6)], the topological plane GP is not discrete. Hence by [7,4.13] its point 
set is infinite, as is the set of points on a line [7, 5.4(2) =S (6)]. From this 
one deduces that GP has a line e (plane of G) containing none of the points 
ai, bi, ci, z, pi. Therefore lo-fold application of (S) in G yields a nbd. V of e 
such that each e’ E I/ meets each of the lines a,,..., pi in a point, denoted by 
respectively, al ,..., pi. Now V contains a plane e’ not containing p: 
Otherwise by [7,4.6] pr\ b, = {p} were open in Hi, and by [7, 5.4(2) + 
(6)] G were discrete. By 3.1 the plane G,, is desarguesian, i.e., the points 
pi = p1 A e’ and pi = p2 A e’ coincide. Therefore the pi= p v p: coin- 
cide. 1 
4. EMBEDDING 
For 4.4 we need: If f maps “most” hyperplanes of a j-space A onto 
(j- l)-flats, then f(A,) is contained in a j-flat: 
4.1. LEMMA. Let A be a topological j-space, j 2 2, and B a topological 
m-space, both not discrete and with all lines containing 23 points. Let 
S E Aj- 1 be a set of hyperplanes satisfying: 
(D) &‘np”~” is dense in p”- “, for each point p. 
Let f: A, + B, be an injective map satisfying: 
(i) For each h E 2, there exists a (j- l)-flat h” of B such that 
f(L)& 
(ii) If hI A h2 is a (j-2)-flat, so is h”, A &. 
Then there exists a j-fat a E B such that f (A,) E H. 
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ProoJ Choose h, E 2. There exists a hyperplane meeting h, in a coline. 
Hence because of (S) and (D) there even exists hZ~ J!? meeting h, in a 
coline k. Hence according to (i) and (ii), h”, A & =: R is a (j-2)-flat, too. 
Because of semimodularity, a := h”, v h”, is a j-flat. 
First, we show that through each point PEAR\& there passes a hyper- 
plane h E X such that k, := h A hi are 2 different colines: By (S) there exists 
a nbd. Vofp v k inp(j-” such that each h’ E V meets each hi in a coline. 
The only h’ in V for which these are equal is p v k. But V must contain 
further hyperplanes: Otherwise by [7, 5.4(3) * (6)] the topological (j- l)- 
space AP [7,4.20b] were discrete, and hence A [7, 5.4(4) * (6)]. For j = 2, 
the same contradiction is obtained from [7, 4.3 and 5.4(l) * (6)]. 
Therefore in either case v\{p v k} is nonempty, and hence by (D) con- 
tains a hyperplane h E X. 
We now show f(p) E H for each point p E AO. We may assume p 4 k. Let 
h be the hyperplane through p according to the preceding paragraph. By 
(ii), fi := h” A h”i are (j- 2)-flats, too. TheyOare different: The injectivity off 
and the fact that f(R) fills h” imply f(Li) = Ei. Using injectivity again we get 
&, # kszi Thus dim k”, v E2 2 j - 1, and hence E1 v Ez = h”. Therefore f(p) E 
f(h)=h=k”, C /&cl?‘, Q &=&d. 1 
4.2. LEMMA. 2 E Ajp , satisfies condition (D) of 4.1 if for each hyper- 
plane 4 not in X and each point p 6 q there exists a coline x G q through p 
contained in no other hyperplane not in X. 
ProoJ: Let V be a nbd. of q in p”- ‘I. Choose a point q < q not on x. 
Then 4 =x v q. By (U v ) there exists a nbd. U of q such that M := 
U vj-’ x~ V. Now M must contain a copoint h #q (and then by 
assumption h E 2): Otherwise U E 4, and by [7, 5.4( 1) * (6)], A were dis- 
crete. 1 
4.3. THEOREM. Let P be a topological projective n-space. Let 0 (resp. 8) 
be open point sets #Qr of G (resp. P). Then any isomorphism f: G(O)= 
P( 8) may be extended to an isomorphism f *: G z P(Q), where Q 2 6 is open. 
f * is a strong embedding in the sense of Kantor [9]. 
Proof: The statement implicitly uses [7, 5.6a and 4.2Oc-j. Denote the 
lattice operations in G(O) and P(b) by u, n; in G and P(Q) (defined in 
(5) below) by v, A ; and in P by \;I, A. While the functions u, v , and \;I 
are just extensions of each other [4, p. 4.21, this is not generally true for n, 
A, and A. Denote the set of points in G(0) and P(8) below a flat x by i, 
and in G and P(Q) by 2. 
For PEG,,, detinef(p):=f(l,) A f(12), where Zing are 2 different 
lines through p. Since Lo is open, by [7, 5.6b and 5.4( 1) * (6)] such lines 
exist. We have 
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(1) f(p) is a point: e := I, v 1, =11 ul, is a plane in G(8). Hence 
f(e) =: Z is a plane in P. Since P is projective, the lines f(f,) 6 Z meet in a 
point. 
(2) f(p) does nor depend on the choice of the li: This is clear for p E 0. 
For p $0, the lines through p induce a spread (:= partition by lines; by [7, 
54(l) * (6)]) Yp on G(0) satisfying: For any two lines there exists (a) a 
plane e containing them, (/3) a third line of the spread outside e (by [7, 
5.4(l) * (6)]). Since f is an isomorphism, ~‘(9~) is a spread on P(g) also 
satisfying (a) and (/I?). Since P is projective, all lines off(Yp) pass through a 
common point. 
(3) Clearly, for p E Lo we havef(p) =f(p). We will need the following 
evident characterization (use [ 7, 5.6~1): 
(4.j) f(p) = p o There exist a line I and a j-jlar x, both in G(O), with 
Ir\ x=p andf(Z) A f(x)=d. 
(5) For qcsZ :=f(GO), define g(q) :=g(m,) A g(m,), where mi are 2 
different lines through q, and g :=f’. Sincef($) = Yflp, (cf. (2)), g(q) is a 
point, 2 is well defined, and g = f’. 
(6) QcP, is open: Let q=f(p). We use (4.(n- 1)): (S) yields nbds. 
V of 1 and W of x = h such that each I’ E V meets each h’ E W. The 
homeomorphism f maps V (resp. W) onto nbds. r off(l) (resp. @’ off(h)) 
in P(B), which by [7,4.14] is open in P. By [7,4.17a] therefore r * ,, m 
is a nbd. of d in PO. By construction, it is contained in Q. 
(7) For each j-flat x E G with 0 f j< n - 2 there exists a j-flat 
Z E P(Q) withf(.?) = 1. Analogously for 2. Using [7, 5.4( 1) =E- (6) and 5.6~1 
twice, we first observe that there exist two (j + 1 )-flats yi E G(0) such that 
x= y1 A y2 (and hence y, v yz = y, u y, is a (j+ 2)-flat). Together with 
[7, 5.4( 1) * (6), and 5.6b] and the modularity of P, (4.( j+ 1)) implies 
f( .Gi) cf( ji). Analogously for 2. Therefore 2 =f+ implies equality. Now 
“geometric” and injectivity imply 
Since yluy2 is a (j+2)-flat, so is f(u,uy*)=f(~,)uf(y~)=f(y,) v 
f( y2). Hence by [7, 5.71, 1 is a j-flat again. 
(8) Statement (7) also holds for j = n - 1 (x = h = hyperplane): This 
follows from applying 4.1 to A = Gh, B = P(Q), f=f,K with &+ = set of 
(n - 2)-flats contained in h. Assumptions (i) and (ii) are satisfied because of 
(7). 
582a/42/1-9 
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(9) f, 2 continuou.~: Use (4.(n- l)), [7, 4.20~1, (S) in G, and 
[7,4.17a]. 
(10) Jmay now be extended toS*: G g P(Q) according to [7,4.22]. 
It is easy to see that f* also extends $ Because of [7, 5.6~1, f* satisfies 
axioms (SE2) and (SE3) for a strong embedding. The other requirements 
are obviously satisfied. 1 
4.4. MAIN THEOREM. 
Proof: (1) “Two-view drawing” (Fig. 1): In G, choose two hyperplanes 
hi meeting in a coline k. Choose a line I, meeting hi in a point ui such that 
ui 4 k. Choose a third point u on I,. For each point p define 
p’ := (p v u2) A h,, p” := (p v u,) A h,, p* := (p” v u) A h,. 
For any point q and subset A4 E Go we define the point set (M, q) : = 
u {m&q 1 m EM}\(q) (“q-cylinder over M”). With this notation, p’, p”, 
and p* are all points provided PE (RI, u2) n (CL,, u) n&, ul>\f, =: 0. 
(2) Definition of f: 0 + d (Fig. 2): q(x) :=x v u2 defines an 
isomorphism from the topological (n - l)-space [7,4.20a] G,,, onto the 
subgeometry [7,4.2Oc] induced on an open (because of (S)) point set of 
the topological (n - I)-space [7,4.20b] Gu2. This by 3.3 and [ 12; 
Darstellungssatz p. 259, and 4.71 may be topologically embedded as an 
(n - I)-space E, into a topological projective n-space P. In P, choose a 
hyperplane h”, #K, through k”= cp(k). Choose a point i7 neither on K, nor 
on lz. Define 
UI - :=du,), 
7, := ii* v ii, 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
and 
ii, :=7m A h”*. 
For each point p E 0 define now 
d’ := dP’)> j7’ := (cp(p*) v ii) A I&, 
and 
f(p) := (jj’ v iiz) A (j” v 61). 
Since P is projective, f(p) is always a point. For PE 0 n L, we have 
f(p’) = q(p). By [7, 4.4 and 4.11, 0 is open in G, and contains k”. 
(3) Inverse off: For qEf(0)=: 8, define 
‘q :=(q v 222) A h”,, “q := (q v ii,) A h”Z, *q := (“4 v ii) A h”, , 
‘cj := cp+(‘q), ‘4 := (Cp-(*q) V U) A h,, 
and 
g(q) := (‘ij V U2) A (“q V U1). 
Clearly, g(p) is always a point, and f and g: 6 -+ 0 are inverses of each 
other. Because of (9? v ) and (U A ), and since cpls, is a homeomorphism, f 
and g are homeomorphisms. 
(4) 6 open. Let q := f(p) E 8. Thus the lines 1, := ‘4 v u2 and Z2 := 
“g v u1 which are in the plane e := p v I, intersect in a point (namely, p). 
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Hence by [7,4.7] and (U v ) there exist nbds. U1 of ‘4 in A, and U, of “q in 
& such that for all pairs riE Ui satisfying rI v I, = r2 v 1, we have that 
(rlvu2)h(rZvu1) is a point. Define U:=(U,,u,)n(U,n 
(iI, u), ul). Then by [7,4.4], U is a nbd. of p contained in 0. We show 
that f(U)= (f(U), ii,)n (f(U”), ziI) =: V, which because of [7,4.4] 
implies that f( U)---and hence &-is open in P,: E is trivial. I> : Let s E V. 
Then there exist pin U such that ‘s=q(p,) and “s=f(p;), hence 
*s = cp(p:). By definition, ‘s, *s and ii, are collinear. Since cp+ preserves 
collinearity, so are pi, p:, and u, . Therefore pi v I, = p; v 1,. Because of 
pi E U’s U1 and P;E U” c U, this implies that (pi v u2) A (pi v ul) is a 
point p. For p we have p’ = pi, p” = pJ, and hence f(p) = r. 
(5) Hyperplane preserving. Since cp and “perspectivities” like 
q- (q v u) A h, map (point sets of) j-flats into (point sets of) j-flats, the 
definition off implies that it maps hyperplanes h E G(0) through ui into 
hyperplanes KEP(&) through iii. Because of (3) we may strengthen “into” 
to “onto.” We now use 4.1 to show the same for all other hyperplanes 
he G(O): Let A = G(O),, B = P(8). Let Z be the set of colines y Q h 
representable as y = h,, A h,,, where h, is a hyperplane through ui. This is 
easily seen to be equivalent to y v 1, = 1. For (ii) we will use that this is 
equivalent to yC1, (skew). 
We show that % satisfies the assumption of 4.2. Let h + q 4 X. Thus 
rl v L =rjisan(n-l)-flat.Letp<~beapointofO.Thuspvl,=:rrisa 
plane. Because of 3.3 it meets q in a line 1. Since G, is geometric, there 
exists an (n - 3)-flat x with p < x Q q and 1 4 x. Since q = h A q, the uni- 
queness of q will follow from q = x v 1,. Now this is a consequence of 
xvl,<tj and dimxvl,=dimxvrc=dimx+dimz-dimxr\rr= 
n - 1 (because of x A n = p and 3.3). 
Hence according to 4.2, Z satisfies condition (D) of 4.1. Furthermfre, f 
satisfies (i): For y E X we have, since f is injective, and G(O) and P(0) are 
geometric, 
Y 
f(P)=f(R.,nR",)=f(h,,)nf(R.,)=ki,n~~,=~~~=:9. 
By 3.3, J is an (n-2)-flat E P(0). 
To show (ii), let x = y, A y, be an (n - 3)-flat, yip 2. With yi also 
x< y, is skew to 1, [ll, Lemma 1.5.31. Thus z :=x v 1, is an (n - 1)-flat. 
Furthermore, 1,Mx implies x = z A y,. Since z contains ur (and uz), 
f(2) = z” for some (n - l)-flat Z. By (i), f(g2) = j2. Since f is injective, y2 & z 
implies y2 4 z” and hence z” v y2 = 1. Therefore 
0 
f(n)=f(tn82)=ZSnB*=~=:~. 
Now 3.3 in P(U) implies dim 2 = n - 3. 
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Altogether, according to 4.1 there exists a hyperplane h” of P(8) satisfying 
f(R) E $. Again, analogous conclusions hold for g, implying equality. 
(6) Hence by [7, 4.221, f may be extended to an isomorphism 
3 G(O)gP(B). According to 4.3, f may be extended again to an 
isomorphism j\*: G E P(Q) which is a strong embedding. 1 
4.5. COROLLARY. There exists a topological field F such that G is 
isomorphic to the subgeometry induced on an open set (=: open sub- 
geometry) of(p+‘)*/F* (:= (p+‘\{(O,..., O)})/(F\{O})). 
Proof 4.4 and [ 12, Darstellungssatz, p. 259-J. 1 
4.6. COROLLARY. Zf the point space is locally compact and connected, 
then G is isomorphic to an open subgeometry of real, complex, or quaternion 
projective n-space. 
Proof. Since a topological field F has the doubly transitive group of 
homeomorphisms x H ax + b, it is either connected or nowhere connected 
(i.e., given x1 #x2, there exists an open-closed nbd. of x1 not containing 
x1). In the latter case, also F” is nowhere connected, and thus also every 
affine subspace (complement of a hyperplane) of the topological projective 
n-space P over F. It is easy to see that this implies that P,,-and therefore 
every subset of it-is nowhere connected. Using 4.4 we obtain that for GO 
to be connected it is necessary that F be connected. 
With G,, the point set of a line 1 is locally compact, too [7,4.1]. Since F 
is clearly locally homeomorphic to f, it is also locally compact. Altogether, 
according to Pontryagin [ 151 we have FE R, C, or W. 1 
4.7. COROLLARY. Zf lines are locally homeomorphic to R (reals), then G 
is isomorphic to an open subgeometry of real projective n-space. 
Proof Reference [ 151 implies that the only topological field locally 
homeomorphic to R is R itself. 1 
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